VIP Protection features
A report ensuring your vehicles uses only genuine factory body
parts.

Eliminate the risk of buying a car with
hidden accident damage.
For only $495 with VIP Protection.
Get a forensic report that guarantees your vehicle has no hidden
paint or body damage. If we uncover any problems – you pay
nothing.
Contact us for more information on how to get vehicle coverage
for life.

1800 27 27 47

vehicleintegrity.com.au

A forensic assessment guaranteeing no hidden paint or body
damage. We do not pass collision damaged cars and if we find
any - you pay nothing.
Unlimited inspections following accident repairs to ensure your
car is properly repaired.
Claims management and legal services if your vehicle is not
repaired with genuine manufacturer parts and procedures.

About Vehicle Integrity Protection (VIP)
Our founder Tony Murdaca started in the automotive smash repair business over 40
years ago and established 37 vehicle smash repair shops across Melbourne.
However, Tony after been awarded the Motor Vehicle Smash Repairs Apprentice of the
Year in 1979 became increasingly frustrated at the Australian Insurance industry’s ever
increasing drive to prioritise profits over quality repairs and safety.
As a result Tony founded IVIC in 2006, dedicated to inspecting cars to determine if they
are safe on Australian roads for their owners and occupants. VIP was founded in 2020
to work with IVIC and give customers piece of mind that the cars that they buying and
selling have no hidden paint or body damage.
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What is Crashworthy®?

A standard roadworthy
only checks...

Your car is designed to protect you and your family. Only VIP can ensure that your vehicle is as
safe as the day it was made and protect it for the rest of its life.
When vehicles are involved in collisions or road accidents, the underlying chassis of the car is
often damaged. In modern vehicles, the chassis is designed and precision engineered to absorb
collision energy and transfer it safely around its occupants. To see this in action – google ‘ANCAP
crash test videos’.
If the chassis of your car is damaged, fitted with non-genuine body parts or altered in any way, it
will no longer perform as intended. Even a low-speed collision can damage the chassis and alter
its ability to keep you safe in future accidents.

 Vehicle Identity
 Wheels & tyres
 Braking systems
 Suspension & steering
 Lights & signals
 Engine & exhaust system

Sometimes, shortcuts are taken if a vehicle is collision repaired. Most car owners don’t know their
chassis is compromised or fitted with non genuine body parts because it’s hidden under the
vehicle’s bodywork. Frighteningly, this means that if your car is involved in a future collision, the
vehicle may not protect its occupants, resulting in serious injury or death.

Your vehicle was designed by its manufacturer to be as safe as possible. VIP utilises a unique
measurement technology to ensure that your vehicle’s safety features will perform as originally
designed. VIP will also ensure that any subsequent collision repairs performed meet manufacturer
standards.

Contact Us
Call: 1800 27 27 47
vehicleintegrity.com.au

ADDRESS:
203-211 Keilor Rd
Essendon, VIC 3040

Neither can a Personal Property
Securities Register (PPSR) check.

V.I.P.

A simple example – manufacturer windscreens form a significant structural component of a
vehicle. Cheaper replacement windscreens that don’t meet manufacturer standards can
compromise your vehicle’s inbuilt safety features. Substandard repairs can also effect:
• Body parts & fittings
• Chassis alignment, crumple zones & safety cells
• Seat belt replacement
• Repair methods & welding

A Roadworthy Inspection
can not uncover hidden damage or
determine the standard of any
collision repairs completed.

Forensically tests
much more...










Chassis alignment
Crumple zones/ safety cells
Seat belts
Genuine body parts
Weld quality
Body condition
Paint condition
Previous collision repairs affecting
safety

VIP forensically ensures your
vehicle has no hidden damage
to paint or body.
If we find unrepaired damage
- you pay nothing.

1800 27 27 47

vehicleintegrity.com.au

